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sample for this Suzuki bike. You can also compare bikes. Then in a cc GSX-R was introduced
and followed by an cc version in If the cc bike was a fast and capable race-bike for the street,
the was an exercise in raw power and excess. The first GSX-R of was a breakthrough model and
the closest that any Japanese manufacturer had yet come to building a "race bike with lights".
Throughout the s the big four Japanese manufacturers had built bikes with a similar
architecture: steel double loop frames, air-cooled inline fours with either SOHC or DOHC
configurations. At the start of the s two-valve-per-cylinder heads were ubiquitous, by the end of
the decade four valve heads were available on the high end bikes. These bikes were available in
a variety of sizes from cc to cc from all four of the Japanese manufacturers, and beginning in
served as the basis for production-based race bikes in the American Motorcycle Association
AMA Superbike Series. Weight was high, frames lacked stiffness and flexed in disturbing ways,
power from the big motors overwhelmed the tire technology of the day. Beginning around all
four manufacturers began to modify the UJM formula in different ways to achieve performance
advantages on the track and product differentiation in the market. In Honda introduced the VF
series , which used a V4 rather than inline-four motor configuration. The first model year only
cruiser style bikes were offered, but in the first sport bike based on the V4 became available:the
Honda VFR Interceptor. AMA rules for Superbike racing were changed in to decrease maximum
engine size from cc to cc. The Honda Interceptor was ready to compete in this new category. In
addition to the innovative V4 engine configuration, it was liquid cooled, and it sported a
rectangular tube steel frame, to increase stiffness, as opposed to the more traditional round
tubes of the UJM era. The Interceptor was a breakthrough for Honda, and it won many races, [2]
including Daytona, and was the second-place finisher in the series. A year later, in the entire
front row at Daytona were Interceptors and Freddie Spencer repeated his win on the V4 Honda.
In , both Yamaha and Suzuki answered the challenge with their own innovations. Yamaha
offered the FZ which was the first in a series of bikes with 5 valves per cylinder. While it was still
an inline 4, the cylinders were set at a 45 degree angle, unlike the more typical nearly vertical
placement common to UJMs. The frame was rectangular section steel like the Honda. The
GSX-R had the most conventional engine of the three: a four valve per cylinder, inline four - it
was a clear descendant of the previous GS series of motors. Cooling was provided by what
Suzuki described as an air-oil mix. Oil temps were kept low by a large oil cooler, and engine
internals were designed to push the oil at pressure as a spray where it was most needed ,
notably the underside of the pistons. The principal designer for the bike was Hiroshi Fujiwara, a
Suzuki engineer. The frame was the most innovative aspect of the bike. Suzuki abandoned steel
altogether and built the frame from welded square section aluminium tubing. To gain the rigidity
they wanted, the tubes were quite large, giving the bike a unique appearance. Whereas the
Honda and Yamaha were fast street bikes that could be easily raced, the Suzuki was clearly a
race bike that could be ridden on the street. The seating position was the racer's crouch, not the
street rider's semi-upright one. It shipped stock with the motor tuned to deliver HP, but could be
easily boosted to with the race tuning kit. Styling too was aggressive and unique, with a
signature full fairing holding two round headlights, starting a trend that continues on
supersport motorcycles to this day. In Suzuki did accomplish this goal. By then the Suzuki had
already become the favorite of privateers , racers not backed by a factory. Its relative simplicity
compared to the V4 , cost and reliability made it the obvious choice for individuals competing
on their own dime. Over time it has also established an excellent record in endurance racing
winning the Bol'd'Or 12 times between and The second generation of GSX-Rs, by then available
in cc sizes too primarily for Japan , was released in , again initially on the flagship cc, the cc
version as well as the smaller siblings following a year later. The new generation GSX-R kept
the same basic layout of the previous generation, but the frame was now made of large cast and

formed parts, as opposed to the welded from basic rectangular tubes as in the previous
generation. New "slingshot" carbs were another new feature, one that gave the model its
nickname and were announced on the body with decals proclaiming this innovation. Between
major revisions all models received updates annually, sometimes quite significant, and the
model name was incremented with the next letter in the alphabet beginning with F for the model.
The second generation grew in power and weight as suspension components were continually
upgraded to deal with the increased power and traction of the improving tires of the era. Also to
be noted this was the last year of the "Power Jet" which came stock on the carburetors since
These were noticeable by the short fuel line to the left of the carburetor, running the length from
the fuel bowl to the top of the bell housing. Basic function of the power jet was the smooth out
fuel delivery from 9. However, these jets were blanked out on the US models but were fully
functional for Canadian buyers and other countries. The water cooled bikes would not be
available to the US until The old frame design, a unique signature of the GSX-R was dated. By
all of the manufacturers were using aluminum frames, and most of them were stiffer and lighter
than the Suzuki frame, and featured large beams running in a straight line from the steerer tube
to the swingarm pivot. The followed this principle, and along with the new frame a completely
revised engine was used. As a result of this comprehensive redesign the GSX-R began its
return to the front of the production racer pack, finally beginning to achieve the AMA Superbike
domination it had been designed for a decade previously. The GSX-R was a return to the
original formula, with an emphasis on light weight, not just raw power. The year again saw a
total redesign of the engine, now with dual throttle valve electronic fuel injection. A new frame
was also introduced in this model that was lighter, and had a longer swingarm than the previous
model. Performance was improved, and the model became one of the most appreciated of all
GSX-Rs. More than a decade later, in , Cycle World magazine would describe it as "one of the
greatest sportbikes of all time". After a several year break a new big-bore GSX-R was offered. In
place of the unique cc displacement of the old model a more standard displacement of cc was
produced. This aligned better with some racing series. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.
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Looking like a Suzuki Endurance racer, it can be considered to be the first affordable, modern
racer-replica suitable for road use. It was introduced at the Cologne Motorcycle Show in
October The air and oil-cooled models can be divided into the first-generation and the
second-generation colloquially referred to as 'slabbies' and 'slingshots' respectively. The
models featured very flat bodies compared to modern sport-bikes, hence the term 'slab-sided'.
To save weight, the designers specified an air-and-oil-cooled engine, rather than a water-cooled
engine. The seat has separate front and rear sections but from onwards all models have a
one-piece seat. Apart from a modified belly pan and upgraded headlamps, there is very little
difference between the and models. Racing homologation Limited Edition model, limited
production. Including a dry clutch system, steel tank, solo seat rear section bodywork, and
Limited Edition graphics, as well as the GSX-R 's adjustable anti-dive forks. GSXR rims large
discs and calipers. The fuel tank capacity was increased to 21 liters. First major revision. New
chassis design, engine revisions, and bodywork. Internal engine dimensions changed to
accommodate the new bore and stroke. This engine used larger valves and carburetors than in
previous years. A four spring clutch was used on the short stroke motor. New styling, and twin
black silencers. Slingshot graphic first appeared on the bodywork. The second-generation
model was heavier than the first but had a stiffer frame and more power. Minor changes such as
modified lower bodywork, changes to graphics, and silver exhaust silencers. Magazines

reported that the exhaust manifold now featured small chamfers on the collector for increased
ground clearance. Cycle magazines also reported a change to the rear shock mounting
geometry and front fork length to improve ground clearance. Limited edition racing
homologation model. The redesigned engine reverted to the original long-stroke 70 x The
crankcase, crankshaft connecting rods, and clutch were upgraded to serve as a ready to race
platform. Only were sold in the U. Out of made, went to Europe and none to the US. Although
this model looks very similar to the previous '89 model many changes were made. The 90
models featured changes to the engine, suspension, bodywork, brakes, and chassis. This was
the first GSX-R to be fitted with inverted forks as standard USA models retained the
conventional forks until and returned to the bore and stroke of the original long-stroke engine. It
now featured an mm valve smaller than the short stroke but larger than the and used larger
carburetors. In the unrestricted USA bikes, the Powerjet circuit was jetted with a "zero" sized jet
and activating the circuit simply required replacing the "zero" jet with a The slide breathers
were now divorced from the airbox. The exhaust system was also changed, gone were the dual
silencers and replaced with one stainless steel silencer on the right side. The transmission
output shaft was lengthened to accommodate a wider wheel. A new curved oil-cooler design
and oil lines attached to the oil pan similar to the original engines were installed. The frame was
changed for and used some of the features from the GSX-R frame. The rake was now The front
suspension now had inverted forks, the triple clamps yokes , and handlebars were changed to
accommodate the new forks. The rear suspension featured a new damper shock and swingarm.
The rear damper shock now had a remote reservoir and damping adjustment. The revised
swingarm now featured cast ends for the axle adjustment. The rear wheel was widened to 5. A
non-adjustable steering damper was added which attached from the left frame rail to a clamp on
the left fork US models did not receive the damper but the frame had the tapped mounting
holes. The rear sprocket carrier and sprocket changed to a six-bolt design previously five. The
front brake rotors changed to a slotted design previously cross drilled holes. The bodywork
changed slightly also. The side vents became less rectangular and in a slightly different
position. Anew fender was also used with the inverted forks except the U. The most notable
feature of the " M " are the faired in headlamps and a slanted nose, both of which were designed
to reduce drag. Also fitted was a new larger seat and new rear bodywork that featured twin tail
lamps. Internal engine changes included a new valvetrain that used one dedicated cam lobe and
rocker arm finger follower per valve previous models used one lobe and one forked rocker per
two valves. Valve clearance lash was now adjusted with shims previous models used a screw
and nut. The cam duration and indexing changed slightly as well as the porting according to a
magazine article. The gauges also changed to white-colored needles previously amber colored.
All other markets got the new water-cooled GSX-R Mikuni Carburetor New water-cooled engine
and revised frame, bodywork, and suspension. USA market models retained the oil-cooled
engine and the USA model is basically the same as the 91 models with different graphics. A
sleeved down version was available as the GSXR for 92 and 93, both years were available with
inverted forks. Valve-train was revised as well which allowed for a significant increase in power.
Reduced power and weight on last year's model. The inverted forks for this year were blue
anodized. The swinging arm now has upper bracing similar to RK rather than the 'banana' style
of the previous model. The 'SPR' limited-edition racing homologation model has special factory
parts including wide-mouthed TRM40 carbs, close-ratio gearbox, magnesium engine covers, an
alloy water pump, six-piston brake calipers, and a new braced swingarm. A wider rear wheel
holding a wider rear section tire was also fitted. The last model to use the double-cradle for
more stiffness over the 94 model year and the top fairing was all new with lighter, twin reflector
beam headlights. Touted by Motorcyclist as having the most ground clearance leaned over, just
behind a Ducati All models as of have employed this design. A new compact and lightweight
engine incorporated magnesium covers on the cylinder head, starter motor, and clutch cover to
aid weight reduction. This year's model finally addressed the weight problems that had plagued
the GSX-R through the first half of the 90s. Only minor modifications were carried out on the
model consisting of new graphics and a few internal tweaks. The manual also lists the rear
wheel as having increased to millimeters from millimeters in the previous years. A steering
damper was fitted under the bottom yoke. All New Model covering through -Lighter Stronger
Faster: Sometimes called superman bike because of headlight shape. Frame: New re-designed
twin spar frame, extended swingarm, lighter front brakes to reduce unsprung mass, lighter cast
wheels to reduce rotating mass. Transmission had a number of parts changed due to design
defect that caused 2nd gear to slip and cause transmission failures. The input shaft and a
number of other parts were upgraded and an internal service bulletin issued by Suzuki to its
dealerships. Few minor tweaks for Changes to the EFI, new adjustable swingarm, new mirrors,
and new fully brushed exhaust. Refined version of the model years. ECU now 32 bit, from 16 bit,

[8] titanium valves, new body work, black powdercoated frame and swingarm, and 4-piston
radially mounted Tokico brakes. Besides changing color on the motorcycle, Suzuki celebrated
the 20th anniversary of the model by launching the Suzuki 20th Anniversary GSX-R , which
included custom paint, custom exhaust, and sunex brake rotors EL blue chain, blue seat and
20th-anniversary placards. Redesign year. New frame and swingarm and motor. Stroke
increased and transmission is now stacked. Modifications compared to the previous model
include all-new compact and lightweight 4-stroke, 4-cylinder, liquid-cooled engine designed for
overall weight reduction, optimum combustion efficiency, and power delivery. Re-designed
cylinder head with narrower valve angles creating a more compact combustion chamber design,
higher Lightweight titanium valves with steel alloy springs and aluminum spring retainers
operated by thin-wall hollow camshafts to reduce weight and inertia. New model - revised
headlights, new colors, multi-mode power adjustments. Currently the longest ever produced
GSX-R series without any major changes. New model, clean and sleek body style, new
headlight, addition of Italian made Brembo brake calipers front and Nissin back. It has a "back
torque limiting" clutch that allows for slicker downshifting. Features a more compacted
instrument panel which was inspired by the GSX-R instrument panel. The engine power
produced at the rear wheel is From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Immediate Media
Company. Retrieved 19 January Retrieved 12 January The Suzuki Gsx R M breathes through
Slingshot smoothbore carbs featuring a unique slide design developed by Suzuki engineers
working with Mikuni technicians. The design combines the best performance features of a flat
slide and a round slide, delivering the quick response and reduced throttle-movement
resistance of a flat slide and the less-turbulent airflow and better sealing of a round slide. Sport
Rider. August 23, Retrieved June 24, Suzuki motorcycles timeline present. Categories : Suzuki
motorcycles Sport bikes Motorcycles introduced in Hidden categories: Articles needing
additional references from August All articles needing additional references All articles with
unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from March Articles with unsourced
statements from March Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views
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Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Suzuki cc 4-stroke, liquid-cooled,
inline-4, DOHC, 4 valves per cylinder. GW Inazuma. GSX Impulse. GS E F. GSF S Bandit. GSF
Bandit. SV S. SV A. TL S. TL R. GSX F Katana. GSX R Hayabusa. RF R. GSX F. VL Volusia.
Boulevard C50 T C B. VL Intruder LC. Boulevard C90 T. Boulevard CR T. LS Savage. Boulevard
S VZ Marauder. Boulevard M Boulevard MR. TS Series. VanVan DR SE Trojan. DR S. DR SE. XF
Freewind. DL V-Strom DR-Z L. RGV Gamma. In , the new engine liquid cooling for the debut of
the Suzuki GSX-R was introduced W W means water cooling â€” water to equalize and reduce
the growing warmth in severe racing conditions. However, seven years experience cooling oil is
not completely abandoned and the new engine of the Suzuki GSX-R offered the best of both
worlds: the piston cooling oil injection and oil cooler are water-cooled, were some of the
features incorporated in the new engine for a more compact motor and higher reliability, which
also allowed the reduction cylinder 10 mm in width and 57 mm in the crankcase. The cover of
the lighthouses became cheaper and lighter, plastic rather than glass cover most expensive in
the previous model. In the US market the model was the same as the model, but with the decor a
bit changed. The water version was not introduced until Dimensions and curb weight Overall
length: 2, mm Drivetrain Clutch: Wet, multiplate oil Transmission: 6-speed constant Gear
Gearshift pattern: 1 reduction, 5x Primary reduction ratio: 1. Chassis Front suspension: Inverted
telescopic, coil springs, adjustable preload, damping oil. Fork travel: mm 4. Capabilities Fuel
tank, including reserve: Adventure, cruiser, dualsport, motocross, off road, scooter, sportbike
and street Suzuki motorcycles. Home Privacy Policy Site Use. Share on Facebook Share on
Twitter. Related Posts. Suzuki GSX-R Next Post. Trending Comments Latest. This website uses
cookies. By continuing to use this website you are giving consent to cookies being used. Visit
our Privacy and Cookie Policy. I Agree. Make Suzuki. Model GSX-R. As long as the item is paid
for with in 5 working days of auction's end , I will hold item for 30 days with out any cost.
Thanks and happy bidding. This is a survivor bike, all stock,, never wrecked or stunted, not cut
up, small shrink crack on lover front fairing, original chain and sprokets even! No electrical
issues ever. Stock steering damper could use rebuilding or replaced but I have not had any
head shake issues, tires are a few years old but functional I wouldnt recommend any mph blasts
with them: If your looking for a good survivor old school GSXR that hasent been beat on or cut
up you wont find one better, I have owned this bike since it had miles on it back in the mid 90's,
got it from the original owner who bought it and just liked looking at it,, Ive put over 20k on it
with no issues. Model GSX G. Selling my GSXG I've had for the past few years due to the fact I

won't have space for it in the future, only has 9, miles on it and mostly garage stored. The 'G' at
the end stands for shaft driven, which is quiet, sealed from the elements and maintenance free;
nothing to lubricate or clean. Has a 4. In pretty good condition for a '92 cosmetically,
mechanically as good as new. I have taken this bike on trips up and down the east coast
hundreds of miles with no issues. Theses tires have amazing grip and handling and costed me
hundreds of dollars for the pair. Model Gsx-R No modifications Never raced Engine sounds
goodCarbs will need jets cleaned. It idles but does not take gas well. Paint is flat black. All
original engine and body pieces are there. Seat is in good usable condition. Extemly quick
motorcycle thats around hp stock. Front tire is good rear is usable but a little thin in the middle.
Horn button not working but last owner put external button. Nice shapeSport Touring bike that
has the same engine as the gsxr. Rare and intense! Message me with offers! This bike needs
nothing but an experienced rider! It runs better then it looks in the photos. I'll ship anywhere in
USA as lond as buyer pays for it. This baby is nice! Great running vintage sport bike icon. All of
the major problem areas for these bikes have been addressed within the last 50 miles
including:- Carbs professionally cleaned, jetted and synched. New rubber o-rings and seals.
New pilot and main jets, float needles and seats. Starts easily and runs smooth. Has a ton of
power. Shifts smoothly. Sounds awesome especially in the power band. Is well mannered
enough to cruise around town. Adult owned. I have spent WAY more time looking at and
wrenching on this bike compared to riding it. I love it but would be happy to let it go to a new,
good home. Please write or call with any questions you may have. PayPal only. Bike ships only
after full payment has cleared. You arrange shipping, I will help with loading or bring to shipper
within 30 miles of Everything shown goes with bike. No spare or additional parts. Carbs
pictured are installed on bike. Bike is listed locally and sale may be ended by seller. Please write
with any questions you may have. Make Harley-Davidson. Model Electra Glide - Ultra Classic.
With lots of financing options available for all types of credit we will do our best to get you
riding. Copy the link for access to financing. Financing and warranties available on most
models for ease of purchase and peace of mind. Please be aware that additional fees will apply
to any added part or accessory. Prices do not include freight and assembly. Please call for more
details. Make Mv Agusta. Excellent sportbike!!!!! Must see - very clean motorcycles. Don't buy a
Yamaha, kawi, triumph, Suzuki without seeing this first. Bike has under miles! Lawrenceville,
GA. Coconut Creek, FL. Ridgefield, WA. Fairbury, IL. Winter Springs, FL. Cripple Creek, CO.
Rock Springs, WY. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Suzuki Gsxr
Category - Engine Posted Over 1 Month. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make Model -. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit
Cancel. Make Suzuki. Model GSXR Model GSX-R. Great running vintage sport bike icon. All of
the major problem areas for these bikes have been addressed within the last 50 miles
including:- Carbs professionally cleaned, jetted and synched. New rubber o-rings and seals.
New pilot and main jets, float needles and seats. Starts easily and runs smooth. Has a ton of
power. Shifts smoothly. Sounds awesome especially in the power band. Is well mannered
enough to cruise around town. Adult owned. I have spent WAY more time looking at and
wrenching on this bike compared to riding it. I love it but would be happy to let it go to a new,
good home. Please write or call with any questions you may have. PayPal only. Bike ships only
after full payment has cleared. You arrange shipping, I will help with loading or bring to shipper
within 30 miles of Everything shown goes with bike. No spare or additional parts. Carbs
pictured are installed on bike. Bike is listed locally and sale may be ended by seller. Please write
with any questions you may have. This bike has only 35K miles. These bikes were literally race
bikes with lighting kits tacked on. This bike runs so fast, that the wife no longer wants me to
ride it at my age. I no longer like the bike with skinny 16" wheels and tires so in , I finally found a
set from a GSXR ever since this bike has got a lot of attention. The bike just had a new paint job
last year in November at the same time the carbs were serviced with new Diaphragms and float
needles. The seat still looks good, it has a small rip on the side, the size of a rain drop, very
small hardly visible. The paint is new, but it has a couple of small scratches from moving the
bike in and out from the garage, the tires are in good shape, see pictures. This bike is one of a
kind, you don't see many like this one. Any questions please, feel free to email me. Model
GSX-R Well here it is a bike that is the closest thing to a new GSX-R that you could ever hope to
find. It runs like new, drives like new, looks like a new bike, I will try to keep the details of
finding this bike as short as possible. To start with in my opinion this is the best generation of
the GSX-R'S only miles original miles. I found this bike in Georgia and just couldn't believe a
bike of this age could look this nice as most I looked to buy were not even close to this
condition. So I had to have it! Called my transporter and had it shipped to Florida. When I got it
didn't need a thing. Well me being me I couldn't just leave it alone so I started with the fuel
system just as a precaution and knowing old fuel systems real well I didn't want to wait until it

failed so I ordered four new OEM rebuild kits and complete fuel shut off , all new fuel lines for
the shut off as well. Also the ones that connect each carburetor, all new from Suzuki, NO
aftermarket parts were used. I did clean the tank with Yamaha tank clean. It looks rusty on the
inside but that's just how that product works.. I fitted the bike with new Pirelli diablo's front and
rear I also kept the old tires ,OEM I think, I'm not riding on tires from the 90's. So that lasted
about three months and I thought this bike would look its best if I had it painted the factory
colors. I called the best painter the sport bike world has ever known and asked if he could fit it
into his schedule. He agreed, so me being me the colors had to be as close to a perfect match
as possible. I also wanted every decal to be as exact as possible so he made all the decals
himself. In the end the paint is better than new using only the best paint and materials. This is
the fourth or fifth bike he has done for me. His website is The Ducati that he has listed in the
factory paint section was mine. He is the best at what he does. His work has been in just about
every magazine, he has painted so many show winning bikes including most of the custom
bikes done by The wheels I had powder coated to match. Then fitted with new seals and
bearings, again all OEM Suzuki. This bike didn't have a scratch on it when I got it and it still
doesn't. All other parts are original to the bike. All levers, bar ends foot controls windscreen
mirrors etc. Model Katana Then you need to check our other bikes, cause this isn't it. Seriously,
we have some gorgeous bikes in stock, and this ain't one of them. But if you're looking for
comfortable, reliable, speedy transportation - this is your huckleberry right here! Will you be
able to pickup girls on it? Absolutely - but only if you look like George Clooney's
better-looking-younger brother. But even then you wouldn't care because the sweet sound of a
torque-tuned GSXR motor wailing through a Yoshimura 4-into-1 would be all you'd need. This
Katana is all-day comfortable and has endless midrange torque; amazing ergos and quick-flick
handling make this baby perfect for your starter bike, commuter, or weekend knee-dragger. Best
of all? You won't see the any of the ugly while you're gloriously zooming down the freeway. Is it
in flawless, perfect shape? No - but neither is your credit, so quit complaining and ride off into
the sunset. You need a bike, and this needs a good home. Is it the most powerful bike on the
market? No - but your bank account ain't that powerful either, so cut it a little slack. Will we
finance it? Hell no we won't. But it's cheap, so borrow some money from your aunt and get
down here before it's gone. Does it come with a warranty? Absolutely not! But is runs great and
it's a well-cared-for Suzuki so it still has 40, miles left to go before it needs a rebuild, and you
can rebuild it yourself. What it does have is original paint - just try to find a sport bike from with
original graphics! Go ahead, we'll wait. Then get down here and buy it quick. Besides, if you're a
new rider, statistically you'll crash a couple times anyway, so buy this first, then if you crash
you won't care. Afterward, you'll be better skilled, with more money and stronger credit - and
you'll be able to take home a beautiful Italian or British supermodel from our fleet. All kidding
aside, this bike does run perfectly and is a great value that will move quickly. So act fast. Are
you looking for a stunning, flawless super sport? NV Auto Exchange, Inc. This was the last year
for the oil cooled version. This is the Black and Pink "N" code bike. The previous owner
purchased this bike in September of with 2, miles. The bike holds a clear Texas title. The only
modifications to the bike seem to be the Yoshimura exhaust and what I believe is an alarm.
Other than that, it is bone stock. I recently had it serviced. The oil and filter were changed, the
carb was completely rebuilt, inspected the entire bike for leaks and a new battery was put in.
Both tires are a little weak. If you are familiar with the early 's GSX-R's, you know that Those
particular areas stick out and catch the majority of rocks and debris that the bike might
encounter during regular riding. I have included the scuffs in the pictures. It wouldn't be hard to
have a new decal printed up and replaced. There's a little bit of a story on how I ended up with
this bike. This exact year, make, model and color was my first bike when I was 16 years old. I
rode it from the age of 16 till the age of 21, put over 15, miles on it lived in Chicago at the time
where we had approximately 4 riding months per year , rode it extremely hard and yet I never
had a single issue with the bike. In the middle of December when I was 21, I ended up selling it
to a guy I worked with when it was literally freezing with snow on the ground fairly cheap. I
explained to him that the condition of the bike and the color of the factory graphics are what
make the bike rare and worth money. He said he would take care of it. Needless to say, the first
day he rode it to work about 3 months later, it was painted a blue and gray 2 tone color I asked
him what happened and he said his niece knocked it over in his garage a few days after I sold it
to him. It left a really bad taste in my mouth and literally since that day 9 years ago, I have
searched far and wide to find another one that was stock and in as excellent shape as mine was.
In that entire time, I literally only found 1 available for sale. I went to look at it and it was a
disaster. Other than that, I never found another one. In August of last year , I found this one
listed at a dealer in Texas. It was from a Suzuki dealer. Seeing one of these bikes is so rare, that
even the Suzuki dealer put in their listing Sure enough, I knew exactly what it was but did not let

them know the details. I immediately called them and bought it as inventory seeing as to how I
am a dealer. I had it shipped from Texas to Chicago with 11, miles on it. In March when it was
fairly nice out, I trailered it to my bike builder's shop and had it servied. He rebuilt the carb, put
in a new battery and replaced the oil and filter. In the middle of March, I moved to Las Vegas. It
has been sitting in my garage at home ever since. Once a week, I start the bike to let it run for a
little while just to keep everything flowing and to keep the engine lubed internally. I still had not
ridden the bike. I now realize that I have a total of 4 motorcycles and really only ride one of
them. And although it was more of a nostalgia purchase from my childhood and it almost filled a
void in my life after such a long search for one, I never ride the bike. It now has 12, miles on it.
The 12 miles was so I can ride it from my home to my warehouse where I took the pics. I rode it
on side streets, onto the main road and then on to I with speeds ranging from 15 mph up to
about 90 mph and it ran absolutely perfect! So there you have it. That is how I ended up with
this bike. Hopefully I don't end up wanting it again because I don't have the patience to search
for another 9 years. Most of you may not even know that these bikes exist but here it is.
Hopefully the next owner respects it as much as I did and gets to enjoy it every single day.
Good luck and thanks for looking! You will not be disappointed and I can almost guarantee you
will not find another one like it and especially in this condition. Although I am a licensed dealer,
I cannot sell to the general public. You will be billed out by another dealer I am associated with
in Chicago. They will overnight you your paperwork, you will sign, send them the paperwork
back and I will ship the bike from Las Vegas directly to you at your expense if you are not
picking it up yourself. They will be charging you tax according to where you live, title and a
documentation fee all acccording to the final sale price. The remainder is due within 7 days of
auction end. If no contact is made within 24 hours we reserve the right to re-list the vehicle, sell
it to the next high bidder, or sell it otherwise. Most banks and credit unions do not finance
vehicles older than or with more than K miles. Make sure if financing that your financial
institution accepts the year and miles of this vehicle before bidding. Please arrange financing
prior to bidding. Buyer is responsible for pickup or shipping of this vehicle. If you wish to have
it shipped using a service, we will gladly find you the cheapest yet safest transportation
company. If you are not sure about something, please ask! Do not assume anything not listed is
included. We reserve the right to cancel bids for excessive negative feedback. We reserve the
right to end the listing if the vehicle is no longer available for sale. Please do not bid on this
auction unless you are serious about owning this vehicle. All non-paying high bidders will be
reported to eBay, and negative feedback will be posted. See our other listingsDisclaimer: This
auction is a legally binding contract to buy this vehicle. All vehicles are sold as-is unless
otherwise specified. I have done my best to accurately describe this vehicle. It is up to the buyer
to come see and further inspect the vehicle before the end of the auction. AS IS - No Warranty
Winning bidder must contact us within 24 hours of auction end and make arrangements for
payment at that time. This auction is a legally binding contract to buy this vehicle. It is up to the
buyer to come see and further inspect the car before the end of the auction. Model Gsx-R Very
strong and fast motor. Nothing aftermarket has been done to it since I have owned the bike. Will
eventually need a tune up and tires. Rode it all season last year and had no problems with it.
Any questions feel free to ask. In addition to all of those new motorcycles, ATVs, scooters, and
personal watercraft, we also have the area's largest selection of used motorcycles, ATV's,
scooters, and personal watercraft. No matter what you are looking for, be it a Spyder, cbr, gsxr,
jet ski, cruiser, dirt bike, ninja, or goldwing, we are your one stop dealership. We have a fully
stocked parts and accessories department, and always have in stock tires, helmets, gloves,
covers, saddle bags, tie downs, chain and sprockets, batteries, and oil and filters. We carry the
most popular brands like fox, alpine star, fly racing, answer, joe rocket, icon, shoei, hjc and aria.
Make Harley-Davidson. Model Electra Glide - Ultra Classic. With lots of financing options
available for all types of credit we will do our best to get you riding. Copy the link for access to
financing. Financing and warranties available on most models for ease of purchase and peace
of mind. Please be aware that additional fees will apply to any added part or accessory. Prices
do not include freight and assembly. Please call for more details. This set up for Motorcycle is
so stable! The center of gravity is perfect for everyday riding and is confident around corners.
Its powerful Air cooled, cc, 45?? V-twin engine and 5 speed transmission ensure riding FUN!
Check out the white wall tire on the sidecar! We can get you approved no matter your credit
history! Call All Star Cycle Sales. Make Mv Agusta. Excellent sportbike!!!!! Must see - very clean
motorcycles. Don't buy a Yamaha, kawi, triumph, Suzuki without seeing this first. Bike has
under miles! Payson, AZ. Hollywood, FL. Lawrenceville, GA. Port Jefferson Station, NY.
Ravenscroft, TN. Lebanon, OH. Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Suzuki Gsxr Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Suzuki
Model Katana Category - Engine cc cc Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Category

Beta Sport Bikes 3. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails.
Submit Cancel. Bore x Stroke 78 x 59 mm Compression Ratio The twin headlights were now
enclosed and the steering geometry revised. Suspension was much more compliant with
multiple levels of adjustability for both the front forks and rear shock absorber. The forked
rockers were replaced with separate rockers and shim adjusters in the spring retainers. Carbs
increased from the 36mm Mikunis to 40mm and the intake ports were revised. Peak power was
unchanged. The gearbox used additional oil jets for 3rd, 4th and 5th gears for extra cooling.
Color us fickle. Denigrate our long-term memories: Lecture us about steadfastness, devotion to
purpose and commitment. Take us to task and beat us roundly; if a relationship with a sport
bike were a marriage, our testers would all be divorced. The year started simply enough with the
six-shooter showdown, a five-way dash-off between the latest s, with the CBR winning the
game, set and match with balance, power and flash. We loved those s: light, nimble, rev-happy
and relatively inexpensive. What more could you want? Next up was a two-way battle between
the GSXR and ZX-7, so heated we instantly forgot the class and joined ranks with the thousands
of American sport riders currently piloting three-quarter-liter sport bikes. After all, the GSXR
sprinted in the 10s at the dragstrip, and both bikes handled well enough to warrant number
plates and slicks. Well, if what you want is more, the Excess Express just pulled into town and
now we're mumbling, "What s? We cut the two most serious open-classers from the herd,
lassoing Suzuki's GSXR and Yamaha's FZR for this month and saving the more
sport-touring-oriented ponies for our next issue. As we did with the s and s, we visited the
racetrack, dragstrip, top-speed location and public streets with these two and came away
starry-eyed for the third month in a row. But don't be too harsh on us. Consider this before
passing judgment: The Streets of Willow packs nine turns into about 1 mile, with only one yard
straight to stretch a bike's legs. If you aren't pointing the bike out of a tight corner, you're
standing it on its nose to get into a corner. This course offers more turns than a Robert Ludlum
novel, and because it's so tight and technically demanding, the fastest bikes are the ones able
to get into and out of corners in minimum time. Grab the brakes, nail a downshift and flick the
bike to a late apex, dial in enough throttle to arrest the lean but not enough to slide the rear tire,
then do it eight more times before the lap is over. The best our light, lithe FZR could manage
was an ultraquick Imagine our surprise when the GSXR stopped the watch with a Aren't these
liter bikes supposed to be cumbersome, hard to handle, overweight, overpowered? To put these
times in perspective, consider that we've only gone faster on the Moriwaki Zero RC30 and a
Yamaha TZ, neither of which is street-legal. What these two accomplished at the Streets of
Willow flew in the face of common knowledge: big bikes are fast, little bikes maneuverable.
Motorcycle manufacturers work hard to blur the line between big and little, attempting to blend
big horsepower with a nimble chassis while keeping mass and dimensions low and tight. Few
will mistake the GSXR for anything but an , unless they just stepped off a mid-'80s superbike
such as a VFR or GSES; compared to the Yamaha, the Suzuki has a higher seat and bars, with a
wider, taller fuel tank between the knees; Suzuki hasn't masked the bigness of a liter sport bike
as well as Yamaha. The Yamaha feels like a traditional racer, with clip-ons mounted beneath the
upper triple clamp to stretch the rider out over the large fuel tank, a real steel tank as opposed
to the plastic tank cover on the FZR The foot-peg placement provides an extra inch of distance
between the seat and pegs compared to the GSXR's layout, though the passenger pegs offer
minimal legroom to anyone perched out back. The front seat's width makes up for its lack of
padding, offering a relatively comfortable perch and affording a low On the other end of the
ergonomic spectrum sits the Suzuki, with a short reach to the relatively high-placed clip-ons
mounted above the upper triple clamp , slightly less room between seat and pegs and a wider,
comfier seat, Suzuki's devotion to function so evident in the GSXR isn't as apparent here.
Instead, an almost sport-touring riding position greets the pilot. The stubby screen and full
fairing deflect most of the wind attacking the rider, leaving a clear stream of air contacting his
chest and helmet; the Yamaha does a bit better here because of its lower bar placement and
fuller bubble, deflecting air over the rider's chest, leaving only the helmet in the breeze. Both
bikes offer adequate if not luxurious comfort during a day-long ride. Both Yamaha and Suzuki
enter with resculpted bodywork, the Yamaha featuring a single headlight where last year there
were two; we're happy to report the single headlight illuminates well, and Yamaha deserves
credit for including running lights in the front turn signals, a feature that helps drivers identify
motorcycles at night. Aside from the racier front ends, both bikes have restyled body panels,
most notably the Yamaha which displays part of the frame on each flank and comes from the
factory with a subtle blue, gray and white paint job; the Suzuki is available in boy-racer blue and
white or red and black. Amateur aerodynamicists love the sleeker fairings on this year's bikes,
so we plugged in our radar gun to see what the results would be in simple numbers. Both bikes
surpassed last year's best efforts, the Yamaha stretching to mph in the desert morning, the

Suzuki a tick behind at mph. The FZR's tall, arcing bubble 5 provides a wonderful spot from
which to watch the pavement rush by, considerably less turbulent than the GSXR's
comparatively blunt windscreen. Neither screen is optically correct, blurring badly near the
upper lip; racers will certainly change screens. Other than the distortion, both bikes work
perfectly at the upper limit: stable, secure and at home. Getting the pounds of the GSXR and the
of the FZR stopped and turned takes plenty of bar effort; counter steering forces applied with
plenty of muscle will get either bike turning quickly, though the Yamaha takes more muscle for
the same rate of turn-in. A few factors contribute to this, including the Both bikes wear big inch
hoops, the rears measuring 5. The Yamaha's conservative rake and trail figures, combined with
the longish wheelbase, add an unflappable stability the Suzuki can't quite match in the fast
stuff. More on that later. The Suzuki turns quicker with less effort and requires continued
counter-steering to increase the lean angle. The Yamaha displays a frightening tendency to fall
in suddenly approaching extreme lean angles, so suddenly that you'd swear the front end was
letting go. This action takes your breath away the first few times, but our testers adapted soon
enough by getting on the throttle early in the corner; previous FZRIs were substantially more
neutral, so look to the new steering-head numbers as the reason for this tendency. It's most
noticeable in slower corners when the bike has less gyroscopic effect from the wheels and tires
and the bike reaches full lean quicker, yet it could be felt in the fast stuff too. As much as we
like the Pirelli radials, we would try a tire change in an effort to cure this fall-in tendency.
Something to think about if you shop for tires. Apart from the Yamaha's full-lean anomaly, both
parts of the Excess Express perform as one might expect. The weight and speed place
enormous demands on the brake systems of both bikes, but even during racetrack testing the
Yamaha's mm rotors and Sumitomo four-pot calipers consistently outperformed the Suzuki's
mm rotors and Nissin four-piston calipers. Both bikes could be stopped with excellent power,
but the Suzuki's front system faded, the lever coming back closer to the bar than we would like.
We could always stop the Suzuki, but the inconsistency of the lever travel had to be taken into
account; Yamaha's front brake exhibited all the power of the Suzuki's, but a stronger squeeze
was needed to get equal results, though the lever travel remained consistent from one stop to
the next. The bikes' astonishing performances on the small track point out how manageable the
factories have made them, controlling the horsepower with excellent chassis rigidity and
enough brakes to put the bite on these mph behemoths. The Suzuki offers full adjustability on
both ends of the suspension, pointing out the comparative crudeness of the Yamaha's fork that
only adjusts for preload and rear shock that adjusts for preload and rebound damping. We used
the adjustments on both these heavy bikes during the track testing in an effort to control wheel
movement, and our efforts were better rewarded on the Suzuki due to the wide variety of
adjustments. Fortunately, the Yamaha comes with acceptable damping rates from the factory.
We ran the Suzuki near the light side on the fork compression throughout the test and even
found the lightest setting a bit too harsh around town; we ran the fork preload and rebound
damping smack in the middle of the adjustments. In the rear, we backed a lot of the preload out
of the spring in an attempt to get the bike to track a bit better, with full rebound damping and
medium compression damping. Dial the aggression meter to redline, and the Suzuki will touch
down the fairing lightly, especially on the right side; by the time it drags, you're leaned over so
far your mother would do better not knowing about it. The Yamaha will touch down the peg
feelers quite easily, and after they're removed, the leading edge of the muffler touches on the
right side. We ran the Yamaha near the maximum rear preload and rebound damping and only
medium fork preload. Maximum speed on the Streets of Willow is just over mph; maximum
speed on Willow Springs' main track is well over mph, and that's where the Yamaha shines. The
higher corner speeds reduced the fall-in at full lean, and Yamaha's Deltabox frame and
swingarm combined with the inverted Kayaba fork made for smooth, secure sailing at any spot
on the track. The Suzuki never felt as planted, especially in fast turn seven where the rider leans
the bike slightly to the left to prepare for sweeping turn eight. Either bike offers a choice of two
gears per corner exit, the taller choice leaning heavily on the midrange grunt of the monster
mills, the shorter choice taking advantage of the nitrouslike boost near redline. The GSXR loved
to reach down low and muscle out of a turn at rpm, while the Yamaha couldn't quite match the
Suzuki's mid-range but gave away nothing on top. A visit to Los Angeles County Raceway gave
us an indication of the Suzuki's midrange when it pulled to That midrange strength undoubtedly
helped the Suzuki win at the Streets of Willow but wasn't quite enough to overcome the
Yamaha's tremendous rigidity, great brakes and top-end kick needed on the larger track. When
the stopwatches were put away, the Yamaha was credited with a The bikes ran so evenly that
only a stopwatch or the dragstrip's eye could note a difference; our street testing put the two in
a dead heat, though the Suzuki was noticeably stronger in the middle of the rev range. At the
dragstrip, both bikes blistered the track, the Yamaha outsprinting the Suzuki, but only barely.

The FZR left the line well despite an abrupt clutch engagement and bombed to a It doesn't get
much more even than that. During the passes we made at LACR, neither bike ran slower than a
second quarter-mile and seemed content to do so all day. Both bikes take hard running in
stride. It was obvious we wouldn't pick a winner at the racetrack; neither bike disgraced itself,
both turned respectable lap times considering the stock tires, mirrors, turn signals and a rider
running without competition. The track helped illustrate how close Yamaha's liquid-cooled,
five-valve-per-cylinder FZR and Suzuki's oil-cooled four-valver were to each other. Two bikes
with completely different feels and styles, yet each one able to shine in the right element. The
Suzuki loved to flick and wing it, at home on the tight, technically demanding Streets, while the
Yamaha took to the fast track the slowest corner is 65 mph like a swallow to a certain town in
California. We offer the following advice to racers looking for a big bike not a bad idea since
both Yamaha and Suzuki are offering contingency money in several clubs across the nation :
We lean toward the Yamaha for a production racer, though the Suzuki due to the fully adjustable
fork, easily hot-rodded engine and strong aftermarket backing would be a better choice for
building an Open Superbike or Formula One machine. Subtle differences between the two
emerged as the miles stacked up. Both Suzuki and Yamaha provide the basics to hammer
around a track or down a dragstrip, but day-to-day life points to the Yamaha as the winner of
this high-strung comparison. The five-valve plant runs smoother and quieter, and while it lacks
the midrange punch of the GSXR, it's still plenty strong for us mortals. The FZR's
fairing-mounted choke lever isn't as handy as the Suzuki's bar-mounted lever, but the electric
fuel-petcock switch, also fairing mounted, is easier to reach than the Suzuki's under-tank unit.
The Yamaha buzzes the bars less than the Suzuki and we prefer the thinner Yamaha grips , and
we appreciate the extra legroom despite a seat that isn't quite the Suzuki's equal. The Suzuki's
diaphragm-spring clutch, while strong and willing to accept abuse, feels nonlinear at the lever;
the pull is relatively heavy and the engagement point difficult to judge. Combined with the
Suzuki's inconsistent front brake, neither hand is too sure of what it's doing all the time. Veteran
riders will find themselves concentrating on the clutch engagement point just as though it were
their first ride. The Yamaha feels better at the bars, thanks in part to the newly contoured
switches but mainly to the consistent control action. While it's true the Yamaha's bars are lower,
the seat is lower as well, which reduces the pressure on the rider's hands and wrists to a level
close to that of the more-upright Suzuki. In the end, it's refinement that sets the Yamaha ahead,
and refinement isn't measurable in any finite terms we know of. Given the choice, the majority
of our testers side with the Yamaha, though not without plenty of feet shuffling, qualification
and second thoughts. It comes down to a pair of motorcycles tied together during performance
testing so closely that the dragstrip session was decided by. Home Manufacturer Contact. Make
Model. Suzuki GSX-R Four stroke, transverse four cylinder, DOHC, 4 valves per cylinder. Bore x
Stroke. Compression Ratio. Cooling System. Engine Oil. Exhaust System. Stainless steel,
4-intointointo Wet sump. Spark Plug. Max Power. Max Torque. Hydraulically operated,
diaphragm-spring clutch. Final Drive. Chain, links. Gear Ratios. Ultra-lightweight frame built
entirely of aluminum alloy castings: a collection of rectangular-section extrusions in a
twin-downtube arrangement. Front Suspension. Kayaba fork, cartridge design that keeps the air
and oil separated. Rear Suspension. Full floater 7-way adjustable preload, way damping and
compression. Front Brakes. Single mm disc, 2 piston caliper. Front Tyre. Seat Height. Dry
Weight. Wet Weight. Fuel Capacity. Average Consumption. Top Speed. Road Test. The Suzuki
GSX-R brings to the open class of production motorcycles an all-around superiority won in
successful factory racing actions and proven in a wide range of production endurance racing
events. The Suzuki GSX-R is another Suzuki success in efficient application of racing
technology to street motorcycles. The Suzuki GSX-R , cc, powerhouse features cylinder head
designs straight from the factory racers:. The motorcycle Suzuki GSX-R was mechanically the
same model version Suzuki GSX-R , but offered more aggressive graphics, consistent with the
type of design that was done at the time. They were curious pen strokes and type radical. It was
also the last year of oil-cooled engines. Dimensions and curb weight Overall length: 2.
Drivetrain Clutch: multidisc in oil bath, hydraulically operated Transmission: 5-speed constant
mesh Gearshift pattern: 1 reduction, 4 increase Primary reduction ratio: 1. Capabilities Fuel
tank: 22L 5. Adventure, cruiser, dualsport, motocross, off road, scooter, sportbike and street
Suzuki motorcycles. Home Privacy Policy Site Use. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. The
Suzuki GSX-R , cc, powerhouse features cylinder head designs straight from the factory racers:
Valve seats are smoothly blended with reshaped intake ports for better cylinder charging and
higher torque. Use of lightweight, single rocker arms to open each valve, and use of small
shims to adjust valve lash, reduces inertial mass and mechanical losses. New, double-row ball
bearing is used on the transmission output shaft.
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New crankcase system sprays a constant stream of oil on the 3rd, 4th and 5th gearsets for
better gear lubrication and cooling. Larger 40mm Slingshot carburetors maintain quick engine
response. A new remote choke control lever is conveniently positioned on the left handlebar.
Cool-air induction system routes cool, dense air from the fairing intake to the airbox.
Aluminum-alloy double-cradle frame, together with swingarm reinforced with gussets, features
rigidity well proven with modified racing engines. Wide aluminum-alloy wheels with hollow
spokes carry high-performance inch front and rear radial tires. New factory racer-derived,
narrower fairing with flush-mounted headlights, along with sidecovers and tailsection, are
wind-tunnel refined and provide better aerodynamics. Related Posts. Suzuki GSX-R Next Post.
Trending Comments Latest. This website uses cookies. By continuing to use this website you
are giving consent to cookies being used. Visit our Privacy and Cookie Policy. I Agree.

